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x, 1994.Prosodic Dialog Control in EVARH. Niemann, W. Eckert, A. Kieling, R. Kompe, T. Kuhn, E. Noth,M. Mast, S. Rieck, and E.G. Schukat{Talamazzini,Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg,Lehrstuhl fur Mustererkennung (Informatik 5),Martensstr. 3, 91058 Erlangen, F.R. of Germanye-mail: kompe@informatik.uni-erlangen.deA. BatlinerL.M.-Universitat Munchen, Institut fur Deutsche Philologie,Schellingstr. 3, 80799 Munchen, F.R. of GermanyAbstractThe domain of the speech recognition and dialog system EVAR is train time tableinquiry. We observed that in real human{human dialogs when the ocer transmits theinformation, the customer very often interrupts. Many of these interruptions are justrepetitions of the time of day given by the ocer. The functional role of these interruptionsis determined by prosodic cues only. An important result of experiments with naivepersons is that it is hard to follow the EVAR system giving the train connection viaspeech synthesis. In this case it is even more important than in human-human dialogsthat the user has the opportunity to interact during the answer phase. Therefore weextended the dialog module to allow the user to repeat the time of day and we added aprosody module guiding the continuation of the dialog by analyzing the intonation contourof the utterance.1 IntroductionDialog systems for information retrieval are potential applications for human{machine commu-nication. In human{human dialogs, it is often the case that parts of the information just givenby the speaker are repeated by the partner. For example, in train time table inquiries it canbe observed frequently that the customer repeats the times of arrival or departure just givenby the ocer. Frequently only the intonation of this repetition of the time{of{day shows theintention of the customer and thus governs the continuation of the dialog.In the scenario of our speech understanding and dialog system EVAR (an experimentalautomatic information system for train time table inquiries) the transmission of these times isa pivot point. The most convenient way to generate an answer in this application is a printedtime table. However, in the case of information retrieval via telephone, the answer has to begenerated by a speech synthesis system. In many applications such as in ours the answer canbe quite lengthy, especially when there is a transfer. Even if one is accustomed to the unnaturalsynthetic voice, it is often hard to follow the answer given in one piece. A possible, but certainlynot user friendly solution, would be to generate the answer slowly and with many pauses. A1

















































Figure 1: The speech recognition and dialog system EVAR.characteristic for spontaneous speech that the order can be rather free. In the semantic module, verb and noun frames with their deep cases according to Fill-more's deep case theory are modelled (cf. [Fil68]). The pragmatic module represents task{specic knowledge. The dialog module models possible sequences of dialog acts (cf. section 3). Further,natural language system answers are generated and handed to the text{to{speech systemSPRAUS from Daimler Benz. The prosody module models the suprasegmentals of the user utterances (cf. section 5.3).In addition to the provision of the knowledge representation scheme, ERNEST providesmechanisms to use this knowledge for the analysis process. The problem{independent proce-dural semantics of the network language allows a exible control of the analysis process, whichis alternating between bottom{up and top{down search. The A Algorithm in combinationwith problem{dependent judgement vectors is the basis of this control. The ultimate goal ofthe analysis is the instantiation of a sequence of dialog{level concepts until all the parametersfor a database request are known. A concept can be instantiated when one out of a collection3

















U_REACTIONFigure 4: The REACTION/ subnet (cf. section 5).For experiments with naive users as described in section 3.2, it is important to give correcttrain connections. Otherwise the users often don't take the experiment seriously as has beenpointed out in [HK89]. Therefore the EVAR system is connected to the on{line version (HaFas,developed by HaCon GmbH) of the ocial German train time table. The time needed for theretrieval of one inquiry is far less than one second.3 The Dialog Module without ProsodyA user utterance has to be interpreted syntactically, semantically and pragmatically as well asin the dialog context. The latter comprises both the knowledge about what kind of utterancesmay follow each other, and the consideration of the dialog history in order to be able to resolveanaphoric references and to focus the analysis on the expected answer. In the following, an4
overview of the dialog module is given and experiments with the system are presented (for moredetails see [MKK+92, Mas93]).3.1 The Dialog ModelIn a user{friendly system the user should have the possibility of talking to the system withoutextensive restrictions, i.e., almost as if he were talking to an information ocer. The dialogmodel must therefore represent all expected sequences of dialog acts which are typical in thisspecial situation. From a corpus of real human{human dialogs (cf. [HUKW86]), a model wasextracted containing all the sequences of dialog acts observed in the corpus which are relevantfor human{machine communication. Figure 2 shows a recursive transition network representingthe dialog model implemented in EVAR. One edge corresponds to one dialog act or refers to asubnet (indicated by a slash). The prexes S , U indicate that the dialog act corresponds toa system or a user utterance, respectively. The subnet for clarication will not be discussedin this paper. Figure 3 shows the subnet for the answer phase (ANSWER/). The subnet\REACTION/" (Figure 4) contains the extensions to the dialog model relevant for this paper.It is described below (section 5) and was not implemented in the version of the system thatwas used for the experiments described in this section.Each dialog act is modeled by a set of pragmatic, semantic and syntactic concepts repre-senting what the user is expected to utter. The properties of the concepts and the currentdialog state are used to identify the actual dialog act.After the greeting, the user requests information. If the information that is necessary forgiving an answer is not contained in the user's request, the system starts a clarication dialogwhich is not the topic of this article.The user utterances have to be syntactically and semantically complete or they have to beincomplete in such a way that they can be completed by taking parts of prior utterances. Forthe answer generation, sentence masks are used for each dialog act. The following examplesfor the dierent dialog phases are translated into English (the abbreviations of Figures 2 and3 are given in parentheses):S: (S GREETING) Hello. This is the Automatic Travel Information System EVAR.U: (U REQUEST) Good morning. I want to go to Hamburg tomorrow in the afternoon.S: (S EXT ANSWER) You can take the train at 14h15. You switch trains in Wurzburg at15h20. You will arrive in Hamburg at 19h10. Do you want a later train?U: (U REJECTION) No thanks.S: (S CLOSING) Thank you for calling the Automatic Travel Information System, good bye.3.2 Experiments with naive subjectsWith this system, experiments with 15 naive subjects were conducted (cf. [Mas93]): The userswere asked to take the part of the customer in at least four dierent scenarios. Two scenarioswere given and were the same for every user; the other scenarios were created by the usersthemselves. The experiments were conducted in a quiet oce environment using headphones.A total of 82 dialogs were recorded.The word recognizer was trained on 7900 domain{specic read sentences from 79 speakers(100 sentences each). The lexicon contained 1081 words; a bigram language model of perplexity111 was used. The word accuracy in the above mentioned experiments was 73.7% (79.9% of5
the words and 38.2% of the sentences were correct). For comparison: on read sentences (notcontained in the training set) a word accuracy of 92% was achieved. This dierence is due totwo facts:1. The utterances contained typical spontaneous speech phenomena such as false starts,repetitions, lled pauses and non{speech events (cf. [O'S92, SL92, SBD92]) which arenot yet modeled by the word recognizer (compare [BMSP92]).2. Even if the words uttered are modeled by the word recognizer, a number of errors mayoccur since the recognizer was trained on read speech and there are many dierencesbetween read and spontaneous speech (compare [DZ90, DZ92, BKK+94]).Forty of the 82 dialogs were completed successfully, i.e., the system provided the correct trainconnection. Eight dialogs were completed but the system didn't provide the information theuser asked for due to an incorrect analysis of parameters needed for the database request. Therest of the dialogs were not completed due to memory limitations, repeated misunderstandingsof utterances or the user giving up the dialog.To assess user satisfaction after each session the users were asked to answer a questionnaire.One question was: \Would you use such a system if it would be available via telephone?"Twelve of the 15 users answered that they would use it with a few improvements, e.g., thatthe system would be faster and the answers would be presented slower, with details and apossibility for repetition. Five subjects answered with \No" (multiple answers were possible),e.g., because it was too slow or because they found such a machine not very social. Anotherquestion was if it took much eort to learn to communicate with the system. Two peopleanswered that it took some eort to learn it and 13 people answered that it took no eort.For the experiments, the EVAR system was run on a DEC station 5000/200. The time forthe generation of the word hypotheses was 4.2 times real time. The average CPU time for thelinguistic analysis and interpretation in the dialog context for one utterance was 44 seconds.The average time to complete a dialog was 9.5 minutes.4 Dialog Guiding Prosodic SignalsSince the goal of EVAR is to conduct dialogs over the telephone, the system answer is generatedby a speech synthesis system. As has been motivated in sections 1 and 3.2, the system shouldallow for user interruptions and react adequately to them. In order to derive a formal schemefor this, we investigated a corpus of 107 \real{life" train time table inquiry dialogs recorded atdierent places, most of them conducted over the phone. Ninety{two dialogs concerned trainschedules; the rest had other topics such as fares.The most important question in the context of this paper is how often and in which wayduring the answer phase the prosody of a user interruption alone controls the following actionof the ocer. In this section we will summarize the main results of this investigation. Forfurther details see [BKK+92].In the following, only the 92 dialogs concerning train schedules are considered. Among thesethere are 215 utterances in which the customer repeats the time of arrival or departure givenby the ocer (a total of 227 repetitions of the time{of{day), i.e., more than two repetitions perdialog on the average. In all but 3 cases, the repetition concerned the time{of{day the ocerhad just given before. There are two forms of time{of{day expressions possible in German:with or without the word Uhr which means o'clock (e.g., \17 Uhr 23" or \17 23").By repeating the time{of{day, the customer expresses dierent aims, i.e., he wants to givethe ocer dierent kinds of information. The reaction of the ocer and thus the continuation6
System answer: \... In Munchen sind Sie dann um 17 Uhr 32."\... You'll arrive in Munich at 5 32 p.m."RTD intonation system reactionno utterance || ||wrong repetition || correction (`Nein, um 17 Uhr 32.')rising (`17 Uhr 32?') conrmation (`Ja, um 17 Uhr 32.')complete & correct continuation rise (`17 Uhr 32{')falling (`17 Uhr 32.') ||only rising (`32?') conrmation (`Ja, um 17 Uhr 32.')correct minutes continuation rise (`32{')falling (`32.') ||& incom- only rising (`17 Uhr?')hours continuation rise (`17 Uhr{') completion (`17 Uhr 32.')plete falling (`17 Uhr.') ||Table 1: The reaction scheme for repetitions of the time of day (RTD) within the dialog systemEVAR. (The word \Uhr" means \o'clock", \nein" = \no", \ja" = \yes", \um" = \at".)of the dialog is governed by the specic kind of information which is mostly expressed bythe intonation. We observed three dierent functional roles of the repetition of time{of{day:conrmation, question and feedback: Using a conrmation, the customer wants to signal the ocer that he received the lastinformation, e.g., the time of arrival. Usually, the intonation (F0{contour) at the end ofsuch an utterance is falling. With a question the customer signals the ocer that he did not understand, i.e., that hedid not get the time{of{day completely or that he just wants to ask the ocer to conrmthe correctness. The prototypical F0{contour at the end of such an utterance is rising. By using a feedback, the customer usually wants to signal the ocer \I'm still listening",\I got the information". It is usually characterized by a level or slightly rising F0{contour(continuation rise).In our material, in 100 of the 227 repetitions of the customer the reaction of the ocer(conrmation of the correctness, correction or completion of the time{of{day) was governed bynothing but the intonation of the customer. In the remaining cases, there were other indicatorssuch as Wh{words (e.g., \When at ve seventeen?"). In 64 of the 100 cases, the time{of{dayoccurred isolated; the other cases contained words that didn't indicate the desired responsesuch as \Leave Munich at ve seventeen".From the corpus we developed a scheme (see Table 1) showing the reactions of the ocerdepending on the intonation of the repetition of time{of{day by the customer. The dialogmodule of EVAR, which in our application plays the role of the ocer, was extended on thebasis of this scheme (cf. section 5).In the scheme it was not only taken into account whether the customer repeated the time{of{day correctly and completely (note, that also the expression \21 Uhr" is complete, if theocer said this before), but also if she/he repeated the time{of{day incompletely (but correctly)or incorrectly (see Table 1, column 1). Column 2 of Table 1 shows the type of the intonationcontour of the customer utterance, which was classied manually by an expert listening tothe signals. The entries in the rst two columns completely determine the reaction of theocer, which can be correction, completion, conrmation or no special reaction, i.e., the ocerproceeds as if the user had said nothing. Looking at the rows of Table 1 the rst one (\no7
utterance") seems to be trivial: if the user does not utter anything, then there is no ocerreaction. However, this case also has to be explicitly taken into account in our system (cf.section 5). If the repetition is incorrect, the intonation contour is irrelevant and the ocercorrects the customer in any case. If the time{of{day is repeated correctly and completely orif the minutes alone are repeated correctly an interrogative contour of the customer utteranceprovokes an ocer reaction, which is conrmation; fall or continuation rise both indicate thatthe customer believes that he understood the ocer utterance. When the customer repeats thehour alone (and the ocer has uttered a time{of{day containing hour and minutes), then in thecase of rise or continuation rise, we observed that the ocer completes the customer utteranceby either repeating the minutes alone or by repeating the complete time{of{day; in the case ofa falling contour the customer conrms the ocer utterance so that the ocer shows no specialreaction. (In our data there was only one case of correct and incomplete repetition of the houralone with a continuation rise; we believe that both completion or no special reaction by theocer would be plausible.)5 The Dialog Module with ProsodyTo cope at least partly with the problems mentioned in section 3.2, we extended the dialogmodule of EVAR and added a prosody module to the semantic network such that the repetitionsof the time{of{day as described in section 4 are modeled.5.1 Classication of Sentence ModalityIn order to be able to model the potential user reactions, we have trained a Gaussian classier todistinguish the three classes of sentence modality (i.e., fall, rise and continuation rise), that aremapped onto the functional roles of the repetition of time{of{day (i.e., conrmation, question,and feedback). From the automatically computed F0{contour (cf. [KKN+92]) the followingfour features were extracted considering only the voiced frames (non{zero values): the slopeof the regression line of the whole and of the last two voiced regions of the F0{contour, andthe dierences between the oset (the F0-value of the last voiced frame) and the values ofeach of the two regression lines at this oset position. On a database of 322 isolated time{of{day utterances from four speakers a recognition rate of 87.5% was achieved in leave{one{outexperiments.5.2 Extension of the Dialog ModuleThe repetitions of the time{of{day of the user and the appropriate system reactions have beenrepresented in the dialog module by introducing a new subnet (REACTION/, see Figure 4).After the system has given the answer (i.e., a train connection) the user has the opportunity torepeat the time{of{day previously uttered by the system (edge U REACTION | user reaction| in Figure 4). In the current implementation there is always a signal recorded for a xedamount of time. Therefore silence is interpreted as a user reaction as well (see Table 1). Afterthe user reaction the system has four alternatives: completion (S COMPLETION), correction(S CORRECTION), conrmation (S CONF) or no special reaction (empty edge). After eachof these alternatives it proceeds with the closing (S CLOSING, Figure 3). Which one of thesealternatives is chosen depends on the reaction scheme of Table 1, which is implemented in thecontrol module of EVAR.Each of these dialog steps is implemented as a concept in the semantic network of EVAR.The concept for the user reaction is connected via concrete links to the following concepts (see8
also section 5.4): a concept representing silence. During analysis at rst it is tried if this concept can beinstantiated, by applying an attribute, which checks if there was only silence recorded. a concept, which is responsible for the syntactic and semantic analysis of time{of{dayexpressions. It is instantiated if the instantiation of the silence concept failed. Thisconcept itself has part{of and concrete links to other concepts. With this the search spacefor the linguistic analysis and word recognition is restricted to time{of{day expressions. a concept of the prosody module representing sentence modality (cf. section 5.3).5.3 The Prosody ModuleIn the current system the classication of the intonation contour is done with the Gaussianclassier described in section 5. Implemented is also an alternative approach comparing theactual intonation contour with a set of prototypical F0{contours via dynamic time warping.This might give better results, since the intonation contour depends very much on the corre-sponding word chain, especially on the number of syllables in the utterance and the position ofthe accent. However, constructing a set of prototypes is very time consuming and we cannotyet report any recognition results.At present the prosody module integrated in the semantic network consists of one conceptfor sentence modality and a set of attributes dening knowledge about the intonation of time{of{day utterances, and another concept whose attributes perform the classication and establishan interface to the (so{far) external process computing the F0{contour. The prosody conceptsare linked to the dialog module and to the syntax module. The links to the dialog modulehad to be established to allow for a prosodically guided dialog control. The links to the syntaxmodule were necessary since in the case of classication, where the computed F0 contour andprototypical contours are matched via dynamic time warping, the prosody module has to haveaccess to the word chain underlying the semantic interpretation, so that prototypes can bechosen depending on the number of syllables in the recognized word chain.In order to use prosody to control the dialog a decision is necessary about the type of theintonation contour. Thus the utterance is classied by the classier and one instance of thesentence modality concept is created corresponding to the most probable class of intonationcontour (e.g., rise). Since we are working on the use of other prosodic information (cf. below)we designed the concepts in such a way that they can be used in a more exible manner. Forexample, for the disambiguation of the attachment of prepositional phrases or the boundarybetween main and initive clause one would need hypotheses for prosodic phrase boundaries(i.e., several scored instances of concepts modeling prosodic phrase boundaries) and hypothesesfor dierent intonation contours at each predicted boundary so that the control module cansearch for the \optimal" interpretation integrating all levels of knowledge.5.4 The Analysis ProcessIn the previous section, we described the structure of the extended knowledge base. In thefollowing we will sketch the analysis steps within the parts of EVAR corresponding to theextensions of the dialog model described in section 5 (subnet REACTION/, see Figure 4) Aspointed out in section 5, in the dialog act U REACTION a signal is recorded in any case.Then a separate module determines if the signal only consists of silence (this correspondsto the rst row of Table 1). In that case a \silence word hypothesis" is handed to the linguisticanalysis and no further word recognition has to be done. Then, the silence concept (cf. section 5)9
is instantiated during linguistic analysis. After this the dialog ends directly with the closing(S CLOSING).If there is not only silence in the signal, the word recognizer computes the best wordchain. Since the word recognizer is integrated via procedure call, we can easily use dialogact{dependent language models. If the user interrupts, the vocabulary and the bigram lan-guage model are restricted to time{of{day expressions, which can be [hour], [hour] [minute],[hour] Uhr [minute], or just [minute]. The word accuracy on a database of in total 200 time{of{day expressions read by two female and two male \naive" speakers is about 82%. Despitethe reduced vocabulary and perplexity compared to the results mentioned in section 3.2, theaccuracy is lower because the similarity between the allowed words is much higher.Now the best word chain is semantically interpreted as a time{of{day expression. As aresult, the concept for the analysis of time{of{day expressions is instantiated. This expressionis compared to the last time{of{day given by the system. Six cases can be distinguished:1. the user did not utter a time{of{day expression but the language model forced the rec-ognizer to recognize one2. the user misunderstood the system and repeated the wrong time{of{day expression3. the user utterance was misrecognized by the word recognizer4. the utterances of the system and of the user agree semantically5. the user only repeated the minute expression6. the user only repeated the hour expressionIn the rst three cases, the intonation contour is not classied, i.e., the concept for sentencemodality is not instantiated. The dialog proceeds with the dialog act S CORRECTION, i.e.,the system corrects the user and repeats the last time{of{day (see Table 1, row 2).In the other three cases prosody is used for the selection of the next dialog act and theintonation contour is classied as described in section 5.3. Then the concept for sentencemodality and user reaction are instantiated, and the dialog proceeds with the next dialog act(conrmation, correction or completion) according to the scheme in Table 1.6 Discussion and Future WorkAlready in [Lea80] and [Vai88] the integration of a prosody module into automatic speechunderstanding (ASU) systems is discussed. Lea even proposed a control module very muchdriven by prosody. To our knowledge, however, this paper presents the rst dialog systempartly guided by prosodic information. The system is still at an experimental stage, i.e., theuser, so far, cannot really interrupt a system utterance, but after each system answer the usergets the chance to react. Up to now the train connection is given within a single utterance. Weare working on splitting the system answer into small pieces, each uttered separately allowingfor a \quasi{interruption" by the user. These restrictions do not aect the main goal of thework leading to this paper, i.e., the development of principal methods for integrating a prosodymodule into the overall system and getting it to interact with the other system components,especially to guide the progress of the dialog. However, due to these restrictions we were notyet able to conduct realistic experiments with the extended EVAR.In the future, we plan to take into account dierent possibilities of accentuation as well asnon{isolated repetitions of time{of{day. In addition, we have begun to work on the integrationof prosody at other levels of our ASU system. The integration of accent information into a word10
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